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1. INTRODUCTION

Congratulations on being a member of an intercollegiate chess team at Webster University (WU). This student
-athlete handbook has been developed to provide you pertinent information about the intercollegiate chess
program at Webster University. It is our hope that this information will answer many questions that you may
have as a WU student-athlete and help ensure that you have a positive student-athlete experience. It is the
responsibility of each student-athlete to read and understand all the information contained in this
handbook. The SPICE Chess Director should be contacted if assistance in interpreting this information is
necessary.

2. PHILOSOPHYOF THECHESS PROGRAM

The Webster University chess program provides services in the areas of intercollegiate chess in concert with
the mission of the University.

The chess program mission is to provide an environment which will enrich learning, personal and professional
growth. In providing this learning environment, the program places emphasis on the academic success of
student-athletes.

3. INTERCOLLEGIATECHESSATWEBSTERUNIVERSITY

Webster University plans to field a maximum of 3 intercollegiate teams (12 players) for the annual PanAm
InterCollegiate Chess Championship, and 6 players for the Final Four Chess Championship when applicable. In
order to be eligible to be selected for the teams, players must be at SPICE for training at least 10 hours per week, and
attend all teammeetings timely. If you are unable to attend any of the training sessions or meetings, you must notify
the Director / Coaching staff in advance.

PanAm InterCollegiate Championship - The schedule is the same every year: Depart St Louis in early morning
onDecember 26 to head to the tournament. The closing ceremony is usually at 3:00 pm onDecember 30. Therefore,
no flight should be booked before 5-6 pm.

Final Four Championship: It varies from year to year but it is usually the last weekend ofMarch or the first
weekend of April.

4. STUDENT-ATHLETE RESPONSIBILITIES

As a member of a chess team at Webster University you are expected to follow these rules:

a. Always represent Webster with exemplary behavior, ethical conduct, and sportsmanship.
b. Maintain eligibility academically with regard to GPA (3.00 and above), class load, and credits earned.
c. Follow policies and procedures concerning conflicts between classes and practices and contests.
d. Assume responsibility for assigned chess books and/or equipment; lost items will be billed to the

student-athlete.
e. Participate in coach and program evaluations.
f. Follow SPICE Chess Department and specific team rules and policies.
g. Attend all informational meetings and eligibility meetings with the Chess Director or designee.

Failure to comply with the above rules will result in disciplinary actions, which may include suspension from the
team, and or revocation/reduction of chess scholarship.
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5. ACADEMICELIGIBILITY

REQUIREMENTS

The student-athlete must be enrolled in a minimum institutional credits required by the US College Chess
Committee during any competitive season.

StudentMUST maintain a minimum of a 3.00 GPA or higher in all semesters to maintain chess scholarship.

ACADEMIC PRIORITY

Webster University believes that our student-athletes are students first. Student-athletes are expected to attend
classes and adhere to the attendance policy outlined by their professors.

TRAINING

Student-athlete must attend all training sessions as required unless they conflict with classes or exams. If you are
unable to attend any of the training sessions, youMUST notify the Director / Coaching staff in advance. Failure to
show upwithout notification will result in disciplinary action, whichmay include reduction of chess scholarship.

TOURNAMENTS

When a student-athlete is required to miss a class to attend chess tournaments, he/she should not be penalized
for this absence. However, it is the responsibility of the student-athlete to notify each instructor in advance of
the absence, to make necessary arrangements for missed assignments, quizzes and exams and to seek ways to
compensate for the missed class content. Returning home late after an away tournament is not an acceptable
excuse for missing a class the following morning.

ACADEMICMONITORING

One of the most important goals of the chess staff at Webster University is to see every student-athlete
graduate. In order to assist in the transition from high school to college or grad school, the chess staff, in
partnership with the faculty, will be monitoring the academic status of each student-athlete regularly during
the year. Both formal (mid-semester progress reports) and informal (e-mail, phone calls) means will be
used. All information gathered by the chess department regarding a student-athlete’s academic progress will
be kept strictly confidential.

6. TRAININGGUIDELINES

TIMES

The coaching staff will make every effort to schedule training at times that will allow the most team members
to attend and this may result in different training times on different days of the week.

DRESS CODE

All Webster University student-athletes and members of the teams are expected to dress in a manner that
represents the University in a positive way. Coaches may have specific dress requirements for their team
members.
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CONDUCT

All members of the travel party are expected to conduct themselves in an appropriate manner during travel
and at the site of the tournaments. The supervising chess staff member is responsible for enforcing appropriate
conduct.

7. ALCOHOL, DRUG and TOBACCO POLICY

WHY A POLICY?

The Webster University Chess Department has a responsibility to promote the health and well-being of our
student-athletes. In lieu of the fact that alcohol consumption has been proven to be detrimental to general
health, academic, and athletic performance, we encourage student-athletes to exercise self-discipline and self-
awareness in their alcohol consumption. We strongly recommend that student-athletes of legal age (21 in
Missouri) refrain from alcohol consumption during their chess season. Underage drinking is against the law.
All student-athletes are subject to the State of Missouri legal sanctions as well as standards of conduct and
University sanctions concerning illicit drugs and alcohol as outlined in the WU Student Services Handbook.
Coaches, in consultation with university administration, may have more restrictive team policies which can
include dismissal from the team.

POLICY

a. Webster University respects all Federal Guidelines on the consumption of alcohol, and therefore, all
student-athletes must follow these guidelines as well - i.e., the consumption of alcohol by minors
(under age 21) is prohibited.

b. Student-athletes of a legal drinking age must abide by a 48 hour rule, which involves no consuming
of alcohol 48 hours before participating in a chess tournament. When games involve traveling, there
will be no consuming alcohol by players throughout the entire trip.

Sanctions: Sanctions range from suspension to dismissal from the team, as well as non-renewal of scholarship.

ALCOHOL/TOBACCO/DRUGS

The use of tobacco products and illegal drugs is strictly prohibited by Webster University. No alcohol,
tobacco (including chew), or illegal drugs are permitted by student-athletes, coaches, or any other member of
the travel party throughout the duration of any chess trip per school policy. Violation of this policy will
result in disciplinary action up to and including removal from the team.

8. GENERALATHLETICDEPARTMENT INFORMATION

COMMUNICATION

The official communication channel for members of the Webster University Chess Team is
https://www.facebook.com/groups/480775765612860. It is YOUR responsibility to check for announcements
daily regarding training, tournaments, and other related team activities.

For more important events, you will also receive email notification. You are expected to confirm receipt of the
email notification. A simple response such as: “Got it!”, “Received!”, “OK!”, etc. is fine.
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DEPARTMENTALEVALUATIONS

At the conclusion of each season, student-athletes are expected to complete a brief evaluation. This evaluation
covers each student-athlete’s impression on his or her season, the team’s success, the coaching staff and the
department. This evaluation is an opportunity for the department to continue to receive feedback by
highlighting what student-athletes appreciate and what they would like to see improved.

9. SOCIALMEDIA

Student-athletes and staff members are asked to use discretion when participating in social networking
avenues. For good or for bad, you are always "on the clock" when it comes to representing Webster
University and your programs.

Student-athletes are representatives of Webster University Chess Team and are in the public eye more so
than other students. Assume anything you post on your personal account could be read by Webster
University staff, teammates, classmates, opposing teams, recruits, alumni, parents or other family members,
media members, a current employer, future employers or coaches, and even Webster University Public
Safety or the local police.

WHAT IS SOCIALMEDIA

Social media connects people in various corners of the world, helping to build relationships through social
interaction using highly accessible communication techniques. Examples include Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, Vimeo, Instagram, Tumblr, LinkedIn, MySpace, Flickr, Foursquare and blogs, etc.

BEST PRACTICES

a. Remember that the Internet is permanent
b. Avoid posting offensive or inappropriate language, pictures, videos or comments
c. Ensure content posted on these sites does not depict inappropriate or illegal activities
d. Don't post anything you wouldn't say in a public forum when representing Webster University or

anything you wouldn't say to the media
e. Be in the right state of mind when you make a post - don't post when you're angry, upset, or your

judgment is impaired in any way
f. Check your privacy settings. It is recommended that the strongest security settings be used for all

social media platforms.
g. Never post your home address, local address, phone number(s), birth date or other personal

information. You could be a target of predators. For additional safety measures, it is
recommended that student-athletes do not include their location in Facebook posts and tweets.

h. Understand that anything posted online is available to anyone in the world - any content placed online
becomes the property of the site(s) and is completely out of your control the moment it is placed
online, even if you limit access to your page

i. Ensure any information placed on the website(s) does not violate University, SPICE Chess
Department or student-athlete codes of conduct.

j. Do not comment on student-athlete injuries, rosters, playbooks, coaching personnel, officiating or
any other team information that should be kept confidential.

SANCTIONS: Student-athletes could face discipline and even dismissal for violations of team, department,
College policies.
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10. CONCLUSIONSUMMARY

“The WU Chess Department is committed to the core values of Diversity and Inclusivity where a culture of
respect is the norm. This culture is expected in the actions of both staff and student-athletes involved with
the program ensuring that respect and equitable participation is fostered for our student-athletes.”

** While every effort is made to provide accurate and current information, the University reserves the right
to change, without notice, statements in this Student-Athlete Handbook, the Student Handbook, University
Catalogue and other publications concerning rules, policies, fees and other matters. In cases where a
discrepancy in information exists between various University publications, the information contained in the
Student Handbook or College Catalogue will prevail.
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